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activities

Songs

Art and
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Read a story-The
hungry wolf







You’ve got a friend
in me
Peace like a river









Stand and moves
without falling
Balance on one foot
for 6 seconds
Balance using a
bean bag
Balance on a
balancing beam

Who are the people in
the health sector
What do they do
How do help u

Work related to health
services

Read a story-The hungry
wolf

You’ve got a friend in me
Peace like a river

On a paper plate,make a
difference between
things you see at night
and things you see during
the day

Talks about the passing of
time
Distinguishes between
day and night
Sequences events that
happen during the day

Time











Tuesday

Make a tree and put
all the fruits of the
spirit on it

Count 1-10
Match making 1-10

Who are the people
in the health sector
What do they do
How do help us

Work related to
health services

T heme:Jobs people
do

Monday
Work related to health
services

........











Stand and moves
without falling
Balance on one foot for 6
seconds
Balance using a bean bag
Balance on a balancing

You’ve got a friend in me
Peace like ariver

Make a craft of a
stethoscope
Play with play dough

Talks about the passing
of time
Distinguishes between
day and night
Sequences events that
happen during the day

Veterinarian
Dentist
Stethoscope
Paramedic
Nurse

Words to know:

beam



















Time

Who are the people in
the health sector

What do they do
How do they help us






Wednesday































Veterinarian
Dentist
Stethoscope
Paramedic
Nurse

Words to know:

Dance

You’v got a
friend in me
Peace like a river

Make a fire
finger painting
on a paper

Build a puzzle
Make
moons,stars and
the sun with
play dough

Work related to
health service
Who are the
people in the
health sector
How do they
help us
What do they do

Thursday

Stand and moves
without falling
Balanceon one foot
for 6 seconds
Balance using a bean
bag
Balance on a balancing
bean

You’ve got a friend in
me
Peace like a river

Make a fire truck using
paper

Build a puzzle
Make moons, stars
and the sun with play
dough

Work related to health
service
Who are the people in
the health sector
How do theyhelp us
What do they do



Sturbborn Goats

Read a story
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Friday

